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I  INTRODUCTION 
2 
3 
1.  To ensure that European industry has the advartages of first class, efficient and forward-looking 
information  and  communications  infrastructures,  the  European  Commission  has  taken 
initiatives  to  bannonize  telecommunications  policies  in  aU  Member  States,  to  create  the 
conditions for a Community-wide market for equipment and services, in particular through their 
libetaliutioa, ID pcOIIIQle Oypm,oiq· mide .mt.eropenbWq.t .of.aetworb, ·aM to stimulate the 
development of  the necessary technologies. systems. standards and services through co-operative 
research and technology development. 
The  Green  Paper  on  the  Development  of the  Common  Market  for  Telecommunications 
Services and Equipment 1 set the background for  the opening of procurement procedures and 
the liberalisation of telecommunications equipment and service markets.  It has also contributed 
to reinforcing the rapid development of standards and specifications at national and European 
level,· t() ·acltteviftg ·a  European  research  and  technology  community,  and  to  strengthening 
regional development.  These events are part of the process of completion of the European 
single  market.  They  have  been  driven  by  a  belief  that  liberalisation,  combined  with 
hannonisalioA, w.ill .benefit users by reducing G\arges and expanding the range of services on 
offer. 
2.  However  it  is  essential  that this  work  is  fully  and  effectively  carried  out.  Further work  is 
necessary  to  ensure  full  interoperability  of networks.  The  introduction  of competition  in 
telecommwili:atians markers has .to date focused on the removal of aU special or exclusive rights 
other than those on the network and on voice telephony services 2;  a review of this situation is 
taking place during 1992. 
Open public procurement for telecommunications network equipment will  only apply from  1st 
January 1993  3.  These changes which are vita~ for the achievement of the goals set out above, 
Commission of the European Communities, COM(87) 290 final, Brussels, 30 June 1987. 
Commission  Directive  of  16th  May  1988  on  mmpctition  in  the  markets  in  telecommunications  terminal  equipment 
(88/301/EEC, OJ L 131/73); Commission Directive of 28th Jun~ 1990 on competition in .the markets for  telecommunications 
services (90/388/EEC, OJ L 192/10). 
Council Directive 90/.531/EEC of 17th September 1990  on the procurement procedures of entities operating in  the wa1cr, 
energy, transport and telecommunications sectors (OJ L 297 29/1./90 PI). • 
will  take  time both  to introduce  and hll't"e  their impact  on  the telecommunications services 
industry. 
3.  Whilst  the  maio  fooys  .Gf  4fte · present  paper  is · on · telecommunications  equipment,  with 
telecommunications services being dealt with sepantely by the initiatives described above, the 
two  sectors  are  intimately  linked.  Service  providers  are  main  customers  of  equipment 
producers.  Studies have shown that the introduction of  competition into services along with the 
measures to ensure the interoperability of networks will not only increase significantly and in a  1 
permanent way the demand for services from both raidential and business customers but this · 
will also increase demaad-for te~tiefts  equipment.  11te introduction of  iiberalisation 
and increased competition in  the EC telecommunications equipment market should stronjly 
contribute  to  create  a  dynamic  equipment  industry  capable  of competing  in  wider  world 
markets. 
II  BACKGROUND 
4 
4.  In November 1990, tfte Cosnmitsion published a Communication on Industrial Policy • which has 
been further approved by the Council.  In this Communication. the Commission indicates that, 
while placing the main responsibility for improving industrial competitiveness on companies, it is 
up to public audwritiea ~  9fovide tbem with a -dear· attd ~iccable  fnmeworlc and outlook for 
their activities, while respecting Community competition rules. 
It emphasizes the opportunity given  to industry by  the Single Market within  the increasingly 
global  economy  and  the  world  market  competition,  stressing  the  importance  of 
nondiscriminatory access to third country markets.  The industrial policy paper comes out  in 
favour of pursuing positive adjustment policies, including a technological development policy. 
5.  A first application of this open, horizontal and pro-active approach has been the Community's 
electronics and information technology industries, which are facing severe structural adjustment 
problems at present.  On the 3rd April of 1991,  the Commission adopted a  Communicarion 
Commission Communication on industrial policy in a open and competitive cnvironmc,. (COM(90) 556 final of 16.11.1990). 
I 
I 
I  ., 
i .5 
devoted to these important industries: "the Eur~n  electronics and information technology 
I 
industry. state of  play, issues at stake and proposafs for action" SEC(91) 565 final. 
Received with great interest by the Council, this ¢ommunication contributes to the examination 
of the relative industrial and technological conditions of these industries in  the world context. 
The Communication sets out a consistent packa- of measures aimed at helping firms through 
the adjustment process, without taking  artit~eial •measures to support them.  Those proposed 
measures apply to fiVe domains of actions: demajd, technology, training, external relations and 
the business environment.  Following this Commlllication, the Council adopted a Resolution on 
18th Nove.mba' 1991 5• 
This Communication covers those industries which provide three main categories of products 
and ser.v.K:es  .,  componen'•, MAip"f«a .aad ~-~  -·BOO·IMft(ftms orim" nigh-
growth high-technology allied industries such as tdecommunications equipment. 
6.  While discussing the Communication on the Eurct»ean Electronics and Information Technology 
Industry, the -cotmeilteqaested the£ommission :to investigate and assess the situation of the 
European Telecommunications Equipment Industry with a view to present a Communication on 
this matter. 
The present Communication is the Commission"$  response to the request by  the Council.  It 
addresses  the  situation  .and  pr41fHds  of  the  European  t-elecommunicat-ions  equipment 
manufacturers.  The telecommunications equipment industry is  in fact only a part of the much 
broader telecommunication industry domain. 
Several  different  groups  of actors  are  involved. in  this  domain:  licensed  operators,  service 
providers and equipment manufacturers.  Their re$pective sectors are aU closely interdependent. 
7.  The overall Community market. made up  of 3~ million  consumers, will  become  the largest 
homogeneous consumer market in the world: corqpletion of the internal market will be a major 
asset for  the Community.  The EC market for  t~lecommunications equipment  is valued at  26 
billion ECU (1990), with an annual growth·rate Of 7-8% over the last 5 years.  This market is 
driven  essentially  by  the  much  larger  telecommunications  servace  sector,  whose  turnover 
amounted to 90 billion ECU in  1990. 
Council Resolution of 18 November 1991 concerning electronics, info~ation and communication tcchnoklgics. 6 
8.  Telecommunications equipment manufacturers produce two main categories of products: 
network equipment: mainly switching and transmission equipment; 
terminal equipment, which includes all types of terminals, from telephone sets to telefax, 
and  from  networked  PCs  to  terrestrial  satellite  stations.  It  is  obvious  that  the 
telecommunication terminal equipment sector coincides in  many parts with the computer 
and consumer electronics sectors. 
In addition, it has to be underlined that the telecommunications equipment sector is  heavily 
dependent upon the availability of the electronic components which are today the key to the 
design and production of any competitive telecommunications equipment, and at the same time 
is one of the major customers of the components and software industry. 
9.  It is therefore vital that the Community, as a matter of priority, adopts the remaining measures 
designed to ensure the completion of the internal market in  these sectors and verifies  that 
existing and these yet to be adopted measures are effectively applied. 
10.  Even  when  the  internal  market  for  telecommunications  equipment  is  completed  and  the 
measures applied in practice, it will take some time for competition between the different EC 
equipment  producers  to  become  fully  effective  and  the  markets  to  be  fully  open. 
Telecommunications operators (TOs) have traditionally been supplied by certain EC network 
equipment producers and as  a  result,  have a  large installed  base of equipment  from  these 
traditional suppliers.  In  the short run even when competition is  fully  opened up  traditional 
suppliers will continue to dominate in the network equipment market because of the advantages 
they  gained  in  providing  maintenance,  upgrading  and  extension  to  the  installed  hase. 
Experience of markets where competition has been opened in  the network equipment market 
shows that it  takes some years for  the advantages to  the traditional supplier created by  the 
installed base to be challenged by  the potential advantages of competitive offers.  The rapid 
completion of the internal market will favour an early introduction of this balance of advantages. 
II. Furthermore, and in addition to the stimulus in demand that will come from the completion of 
the internal market and the opening up of competition in  telecommunications equipment and 
services,  the  completion  of the  internal  market  in  all  sectors  should  considerably  increase 
demand for telecommunications services between Member States as wider trade opportunities 7 
i 
i 
are created.  Therefore,  the completion  of  t~ internal  market  should  aeate new  trans-
European requirements for tbe exchange of ~tion,  which could be satisfied only by  the 
enhancement and further development of  telecomhtunication means. 
The overall service sector is fully  dependent onjtelecommunication networlu and equipment 
manufacturing. and the effteiency of the £urop$.n economy relies  upon  effacient  and cheap 
means for information exchange. 
Tbc t·'zm  "sbwm ~  .-..  'in•·•  incFe....,-beallllliRI tM  werw-syttelft Gf att 
organisations: they are the key as well to adva~  logistics and marketing of the private sector 
as to the Sinale Market management by those a~istrations  dealing with Community affairs. 
Thus, in addition to its economic importance, t~  telecommunications equipment sector has a 
strategic impact in the information IOCiety whichj is currently building up in  Europe and in  the 
other post-industrial regions of the world. 
12. In addition to demand side considerations, becau~  the telecommunications industry as a whole 
(service  providers,  operaton,  and  manufactu"F)  is  also  driven  by  technology,  a  strong 
competitive 8ftd ·innovati¥e manufad1trina iftdmby is needed in  the Community in  order to 
generate new technology,  to satisfy the growing !demand and to ensure long term world-wide 
competitiveness. 
13. The underlying basis for advance should therefor' be threefold: the growth and development of 
the telecommuaicasioas  leA'ica ....-.via· •I  -completion  of tM ifttemal tmlrket  and  the 
introduction of competition; their capbility to .ffer pan-European access via  harmonisation; 
and the installation of the best possible infrastructure, including a Community-wide software 
platform for easy creation of new services. 
14.  In order to realise  this  potential,  a  major  con~ition is  to  imprOYe  the performance of the 
infrastructures at the Community level. 
The creation of trans-European networks, ·With ·t~ir demand-creating effect for applications in 
the telecommunications and information technol~gy sectors, is a central action line in this &loba1 
a~ach.  : 6 
8 
In this respect, the fragmentation of infrastructures ar.d the way in which they are managed on 
national  lines  hampers  the  cross-ff'ontier  provision  of telecommunications  and  telematics  I 
services, and therefore prevents the manufacturing sector from  building upon the substantial 
market opportunities which genuine trans-European networks would generate. 
I 
The emergence of trans-European networks is now a priority 6, and efforts are being developed I 
! 
to make it possible !«  the variows networks in the Community to link up with each other beyond ! 
national frontiers and for them to be operated so that they offer a  coherent and satisfactory i 
! 
Selvic:e at a reasonable cost to the user.  · 
15.  However, the development of such large-scale long-term projects often carries such  levels of \ 
uncertainty and risk as to make them unattractive to many investors, or is simply not possible in  : 
the CUITent regulatory and policy ft"amework. 
i 
The Community can address this problem by helping to improve regulatory, flSCil  and business l 
environments, both in  the single market  and  globally,  which  permit  both  the entry of new  1 
operators and the possibility for new and ·existing operators to extend their planning horizons, ! 
! 
thereby creating the  conditions neceasary to meet the anticipated demand. 
Firstly,  through  the  publication  of  its  Green  Paper  on  the  development  of  European i 
! 
Standardization, the Commission has launched an important debate.  Conclusions of this debate I 
.Rave ~  .formYI:ated  .ift  a  '9eOOftd ·  -Cemmunication  on  Standardization  in  the  European I 
Economy.  It is expected that effiCiency and quality of output of European standardization will  i 
I 
increase.  The review of competition in telecommunications services and remaining exclusive or 1 
.special  c.ipta -~  -takiftg  place ~  'COOSider  ways  of relieving  the  impediments  to i 
I 
communications in  the Community.  The conclusions of these reviews  will  shortly be  made  i 
public. 
I 
The  critical  importance  of  separating  the  regulatory  and  operating  functions  of ! 
telecommunications in Member States cannot be over-stressed.  It is also important to ensure as 
far as possible continuity and predictability in regulation. 
i 
i 
Seroadly  •. as OOled  in the Communication "Industrial  Policy  in  an  Open  and  Competitive ! 
I 
Environment" (COM(90) 556), the Commission has noted the importance to industry of access I 
! 
to fmance under competitive conditions.  Following this,  action is under way  to evaluate the  ; 
Treacy on European Union, Title XII;  Council  Resolution of 22  January 1990  concerning trans-European  networks (90/C 
27/0S). 9 
fiscal and financial environment in the single malicet with the intention of making proposals for 
improvement. 
llrirdly, slim taH'Jabap 'in business environment lare being tadded through lhe creation of the 
; 
single market and by  increasing competition in lit  by way of a number of il1lp0rtant measures, 
notably the directive on procurement prooedufe5 and those relating to t5minal equipment, 
satellite operation among others.  In an industty which is skill· R & D· and capital-intensive, 
I 
horizontal measures are required to. remedy str+:tural defiCiencies such as tbe need for greater 
investment in training, or the need to master effiCiently the diffusion of technological innovation. 
Finally, the Community, through the Treaty on 'U£opean Union, offers new actions to promote 
Trans-European networks.  This new possibility, lunked with the optimal use of its other financial 
I 
instruments  such  as  the  Structural  Funds,  t•e  Community  budget,  the  Community  loan 
instruments, and the PHARE action, can also ~ntribute to addressing this issue by playing the 
role of a "pump-primer" with a view to support tie network interconnection. 
III  THE MAJOR CURRENT MARKET FACIQR$ 
16. The total world telecommunications equipment market is valued at nearly  110 billion ECU in 
1990, of which the Community market accounts for 26 billion ECU or near.lf one quarter.  The 
telecommunications  equipment  industry  repr~nts half  a  per  cent  when  expressed  as  a 
proportion of Community GDP. 
17.  Industry demand is dominated by the three regions of the world with large and well-developed 
teleoonttMiftications ·networks:  North·  America,  Japan  and  Western  Europe.  These  three 
geographical markets together account for a'*roximately three-quarters of world  equipment 
demand, with North America comprising over a! third, (Figure 1  ). 
The Asian-Pacific region is quickly becoming ~e  world's second-largest market, with telephone 
networks expanding al an annual rale of  6-7~ ~  of Europe (  4-5%) and North America (2-
3%).  Within. Europe, Central and Eastern E'*opean countries. where there are just seven to 
eighteen  telephone  lines  for  each  100 ~  (9.7  in  USSR),  offer  tremendous  market 
opportunities. 10 
18. The purchases made by  the telecommunications operators,·which undertake the major part ofi 
! 
the investment in  the network and provide the majority of public services, today represent the( 
i 
bulk of the telecommunications equipment markets, particularly in  Europe.  Consequently, the! 
health of the industry is closely related to their investment capacity.  Total annual investments inj 
the .community ~  the T-<ls a;nCNnted to about 30 'biBitm  ECU in 1990 or about one third orl 
I 
TOs' annual  turnover.  Just  over  a  half of this  investment  comprises  telecommunications! 
equipment;  TO  investment  thus  accounts  for  just  over  60  per cent  of  the  Community'~ 
teJecommunications equipment market. 
19. TraOIIIHuion and pttblic switching equipment ac:count for just over 4{) per cent of the market.! 
Terminal equipment accounts for  a  further 20 per cent, with  the market still  dominated  byj 
purchases of the TOs. 
The other important categories are private switching or PBXs,  ( 13  per cent of the  market)~ 
equipment related  to  data communications, (10  per cent) and  the fast-growing  category  ofl, 
! 
'mobile communications,  (5 per cent), encompassing both network  equipment and  handsets~ 
(Figure 1). 
20. The recent period has seen a  substantial growth  in  world  equipment markets,  including  th~ 
Community.  The traditional markets of network and terminal equipment have grown steadilyJ 
I 
with  a  significant  boost  from  new  segments  such  as  mobile  communications,  dat~. 
I 
communications and satellite equipment.  Average growth in the second half of the 1980s  wa~ 
i 
nearly 7 per cent per annum in real terms with markets for mobile and data  communication~ 
equipment growing in excess of 15 per cent per year, (Figure 2). 
; 
21.  Market growth during this period has been driven by the shift of public and private networ~ 
from  analogue  to  digital  systems,  (in  both  transmission  and  switching)  and  by  the  rapid 
expansion of mobile and data communications markets.  At the same time,  there has been  ai 
substantial  decline  in  unit  prices  for  equipment  as  a  result  of technological  advance  and 
increased competition in major markets where liberalisation and de-regulation are under way. 
Such liberalisation, where fully and effectively applied, has had two major effects.  Firstly, it ha$ 
'  led to major growth markets for customer premises equipment, mobile and satellite equipmen~ 
! 11 
and equipment associated with adding •intelligence" 7 to the network.  Secondly, it has increased 
the trend in  many countries toward  mukisouraed switching and transmission  equipment and 
diminished the reliance on national suppliers. 
However, the relative inertia of behaviour and procurement practices of public or private service 
providers tends to slow down the introduction of; new services and the related equipment, on the 
one hand, and to limit multisolK'cing. on the other hand. 
22.  A major factor governing market conditions in Europe is that the process of liberalisation has 
begun only recently, so that the Community madcet has not and will not for some time have the 
same degree of homogeneity as the markets in North America and Japan in terms of technical 
£equirements and local conditions of  competition. 
It  is  market  development  which  will  provi<M  the  opportunities  for  European  equipment 
suppliers.  At  the  same  time,  network  extension  and  expansion,  as  weU  as  network 
modernisation, continues to take place in Western Europe where potential demand growth  is 
still  substantial.  In fact,  if the  internal maret is  s1.1Cr.e5Sfully  completed  and  the  trend  of 
competition  being  introduced  into  currently  tegulated  services  markets  is  continued,  then 
growth for services and therefore equipment is likely to aocelerate. 
IV  THE SITUATION OF EUROPEAN $UPPU£RS ; STRENGTHS AND WfAKNE$SES 
7 
23.  Presently, European telecommunications equip~nent suppliers are weU represented amonpt the 
leading companies, in a market where the top ten suppliers account for about 50 per cent of the 
world market. 
Five of the top ten equipment suppliers ranked! by telecommunications equipment turnover are 
European, (compared to three North American. and two Japanese companies), and a further six 
appear in the top twenty, (Figun 3). 
The addition of intelligent software and related equipment to thJ network can provide some of the features that are already 
common place via PBXs in the office (toU-free caUift& virtual pt'ivlte networkin& centrex facilities, etc.). l2 
Strenctbs 
24.  European suppliers, particularly the larger ones such as AJcatel and Siemens, tend to be broad-. 
based general suppliers with strengths in the main product sesments such as public and private 
switching. transmission, and telephone sets. 
These strensths have been built on the development of  .competitive products and sales volumes 
in the major public network product segments of  telephone switching and transmission as well as 
some  categories of  priYa~  equipment such n  PBXs. 
The l'elali¥e &lpepeaft· .nftlths in-tftese· tractitional  .. marlcet ~ts  itave the potential to 
extend to newer markets such as ISDN, intelligent features and broadband c.'Ommunications. 
25. The large European equipment suppliers enjoy a strong world-wide presence, particularly in  a 
broad range of  developing countries and now in Central and Eastern Europe. 
European  equipment  manufacturers  have  been  stepping  up  their  efforts  to  develop  local 
presence in global markets through oH"ect investment and joint venture agreements. 
However, ·in "'Spite ·of the considerable eftorts undertaken  by  European companies  to enter 
markets where business opportunities are particularly high (e.g. North America, Japan, Korea), 
much remains to be done to improve the effective access to the network equipment market.  By 
COfttf"aet,·iftwaftl  imettment in· Btsaupe 'both· in switt.tling equipment and in services has been 
rapidly  increasing  over the  last  few  years  as part of a  determined  effort  to  penetrate the 
European telecommunications  markets where growing  opportunities exist  in  relation  to the 
completien  '0f tlte mterMlmarket and the· defelupments in Central and Eastern Europe. 
26.  During the 1980s, the European telecommunications equipment suppliers managed efficiently a 
significant process of  offensive restructuring which must still be regarded as not finished. 
Major  restructuring  has  taken  place  with  Alcatel's  acquisition  in  1987  of  IITs 
telecommunication  interests  and  with  Siemens'  acquisition  of  the  majority  of  GTE's 
telecommunications equipment business {1986) and of a signifiCant part of GPT (1989), which 
itself resulted from a merger of GEC's and Plessey's telecommunications businesses in the UK 
(1987). 
Within France, Alcatel had already (1983) taken over Thomson's telecommunication interests 
and  in  Switzerland,  two  major  telecommunications  equipment  manufacturers  had  been 13 
regrouped  into  Ascom  (1987).  More  recently,  Alcatel  and  Telettra  have  consolidated  the 
telecommunications business of their parents Alcttel-Alsthom and Fiat respectively. 
As a result, where there were 11 major equipment suppliers in the European market in the early 
1980s,  there are now only six  (Alcatel, Siemens, Ericsson, Bosch,  Philips and Italtel) with the 
first two accounting for about half the total European market. 
In mobile communications, the new pan-European digital systems proposed by the Commission · 
have led, for  the first time, to the a-eation of true international consortia who from  the start 
have developed and marketed products for the Community as a whale.. 
This restructuring has been motivated by  the need to capture scale economies in  R & D and 
production, and also to assist  access  to different geographical markets.  Indeed, by  the mid-
eighties,  as  swit<:hing  systems  were  increasingly  dependent  upon  software,  with  their  high 
development costs,  the need  to inaease market share drastically and  therefore to  look  for 
growth internationally became critical.  Now, the  ;industry is experiencing a similar adjustment in 
the transmission business. 
27. The pooling  of resources  in  R & D  is  also  eJCemplified  by  the large  number  of European 
telecommunications equipment companies participating in the Community's RACE programme. 
These companies together with telecommunications operators and the leading-edge users are 
directly involved in the development of innovative technologies concerning for instance, low-cost 
integrated  broadband  communications  equipment  and  software,  optical  communications, 
advanced processing techniques for all functional areas, end-user systems, and the usability of 
equipment and services. 
Weaknesses 
28.  In spite of progress towards a unified telecomQlunications market, the EC equipment market 
still suffers substantially from  the market fragmentation and focus  on national markets which 
has been inherited from the past. 
This is still felt by companies in the procurement practices of TOs and in  the area of standards 
as EC legislation  has not come into force yet.  Many markets are still  subject  to special  or 
exclusive rights such that the potential of competition to stimulate demand is not fully realised. 14 
The limits of domestic markets and  the associated duplication  of. resources are still  serious 
obstacles to the ability of European companies to fully exploit the scale economies accorded to 
their competitors in North America and Japan. 
29.  This fragmentation is a major problem because spiralling research and development costs need 
to be spread across ever larger numbers of users if  they are to be amortized.  For example, it was 
estimated that annual sales of approximately  12-14 billion  ECU were needed in  the 1980s  to 
amortize the R &  D  and investment costs incurred to support the first  generation of digital 
switching equipment (between 500 million ECU and 1 billion ECU at then price levels).  This 
was fadafp  than any national martel in  Europe and resulted in increased concentration of the 
industry.  The next .generation of  d.iji~al public switching systems will require even .JlU.ICb lUgher ·: 
R & D costs ( 1 to 2 billion ECU). 
30. From the late 1970s onwards, European manufacturers have developed seven families of digital · 
public .S\Vitchcs= .AXE  (EricsSOA),  .EtO  (Alcatel),.  BWSD  (Siemens),  MT  (Thomson,  then 
Alcatel), Proteo UT (ltaltel and Telettra), System 12 (ITI, then Alcatel), and System X (GEC 
and  Plessey).  Compared  with  the  U.S.  (two),  Canada  (one),  and  Japan  (one  single  NTI 
standard  although  supplied  by  four  different. companies),  this  dispersion  is  a  weak  point 
considering the necessary development and enhancement costs, and the difficulty to rationalize 
production.  Despite the importance of consolidation and restructuring which took place in the 
context of increasin,gly global equipment markets, some major European companies are still 
having to cope with the rationalisation of different product lines in their core business.  Through . 
mergers,  in  addition  to  their  own  system,  Alcatel  has  inherited  two  major  public  switching · 
systems and Siemens three. 
31.  In some important and·growinz 11'm'lcet -segments,  European suppliers are in  a  relatively weak 
position.  In contrast to the network equipment market where European companies have a fairly 
strong technological and market position, including on export markets, the telecommunication 
terminal equipment market suffers from major weaknesses which, as a consequence, makes it  ; 
the  main  source  of  the  large  and  growing  telecommunications  trade  deficit  between  the 
Community and Japan. 
This  situation  is  largely  due  to  the weaknesses  of the  European  industry  m  certain  basic i 
technologies and in the manufacture of some key electronic components. l.S 
Moreover, the convergence between the telecomtnunications, data processing. and broadcasting 
equipment industries raises new chaBenges for -.rminal manufacturers as it is already changing · 
and will further affect the structure of the terminal market segment including some of the key 
factors which govern competition.  In particular, it offers opportunities for new players to enter 
this eegment, ~  «f10e automation·  manufa~ut  er s ~nd  consumer electroaics manufacturers. 
For its part, the European consumer electronics industry is fairly competitive on global markets 
which could help it gain  a  sustainable advant8Je in  competing in  the mass,  fas~-developing, 
market segments of  the telecommunications equ~t  industry. 
32. 1bere is a growift& risk that ·European terminal nranufactmers mutd progressively drift into a 
situation of losin.a design leadersh!J> capabilic;y fCJr. ten.ninal equipment - at least in the non-voice 
area- and would become totally dependent upon imported technology.  It  is  revealing that an 
increasing number of European equipment manufacturers limit  their activities  to  the simple 
assembly of terminals, or even forsake complet~  any terminal production. 
As this situation continues to deteriorate, the feasibility of strategic moves capable to meeting · 
the  challenges  set  by  the  Community  induatrial  partners,  are  dwindling  rapidly.  The 
introduction of the measures described in this paper which will  increase demand also provide 
some of the right conditions for the terminal equipment producers to become competitive at a 
world level. 
33. Japanese  manufacturers  are  physically  present  in  the  Community  with  development  and 
manufacturing facilities.  Companies like Ricob, Sony and Toshiba follow closely the European 
' 
market.  For example, Ricoh participates in the ETSI facsimile standardisation activities and is 
in  a  position  to  anticipate the  adaptations  the  market will  require from  the  products they 
manufacture. 
Sony is present almost everywhere in the visiophone sector and has a strong development team 
established in Europe. 
I 
Modular design and flexible manufacturing tec~iques such as those currently employed by the 
Japanese companies are likely to become key factors of success in the supply of terminals for 
facsimile machines and mobile systems.  The clear and sustainable competitive advantage which 
Japanese firms possess in the terminal market is also fuelled by the changing market pattern of 
this segment. which  assumes more and  more· the characteristics of the consumer electronics 
market. 16 
Moreover, some of the products that will  benefit from  the EC markc::t. opening,  in  particular · 
terminal equipment, will originate from non-European countries. 
Users must have access to the widest possible choice of terminal equipment in  order to obtain . 
the competitivity  priced  and  technically  advanced  equipment  they  in  turn  need  to  remain 
competitive in global markets.  However, in view of their proximity and close contacts with users 
and their knowledge of  local markets, EC producers will be in a good position to compete. 
34. Common technical specifications are provided by European standaTds.  However, it occurs that ; 
some of the standards prepMed by  ETSI for  teleoommunication services and equipment still  ! 
contain ambiguities, which does not ensure inter-operability. It is even more important to stress 
that, once common standards have been adopted, it happens too often that neither operators : 
nor manufacturers coukl agree on which parts of the standards they are going to  implement. . 
These  factors  prevent  European  industry  from  benefiting fully  from  the  size  of the  single : 
market. 
This lack of coordination is mainly due to a long history of operating within  closed markets, ! 
which did not prepare European industry to co-operate at the European level. 
j 
35. The telecommunications equipment sector is  the third  largest  buyer  of semiconductors and.: 
integrated circuits after the computer and consumer electronics sectors. 
i 
Since semiconductor technology is one of the critical components and underlying forces for price : 
and  performance  improvement  in  telecommunications  equipment,  (from  fax  machines  to \ 
subscriber line interface cards for  telephone switches), quick access  at competitive  prices to ! 
advanced  technology  related  to  the  design,  development  and  production  of  sophisticated · 
integrated  circuits  is  a  clear  necessity  for  the  European  telecommunications  equipment ; 
suppliers. 
However, these suppliers remain largely dependent on non-EC sources for certain major sector i 
specific electronic components.  Therefore, increased co-operation should be sought  through l 
Community  R &  D  programmes and  international alliances  in  compliance  with  Community i 
competition rules,  with  a  view. to  improving  technological  availability  in  Europe for  critical ! 
semiconductor  products  such  as  mixed-signal  application  specific  integrated  circuits  and 
optoelectronic devices. 17 
Moreover, the absence of an extensive component supply sector consisting of small and medium 
sized enterprises (SMEs) underlines the need for creating conditions favourable to the birth, 
growth and development of these companies in Europe. 
36.  The problems facing terminal equipment produ.-,ers and semiconductor suppliers were analyzed 
in  the April  1991  Communication from  the Commission on "The  European  electronics and 
information  technology  industry",  and  policy  recommendations were  made.  Therefore  the 
specific problems are not dealt with here in detail. 
V  THE INTERNAIIONAL·WNJU'f·&NBCOMPAIISQHWITU ECRULES 
The Trade Situation 
37.  The  Community  telecommunications  equipment  industry  has  traditionally  had  a  positive 
external trade balance.  In  1990, this amounted to 296  million ECU in  1990.  Exports totalled 
4558 million ECU; imports totalled 4262 million ECU. 
Tile largest purchases of telecommunications e<Jtipment are in Japan. the United States and lhe 
Community, (Figure 4).  The Community's principal partners in telecommunications trade were, 
in order of importance, the EFfA countries, the United States, and Japan, (Figure 5). 
38. The Community enjoyed a trade surplus with several countries, but had a trade deficit with each 
of its  three principal telecommunications trading partners and with  the newly  industrialized 
nations of Asia - Hong Kong, South Korea, Sinppore, and Taiwan.  However, it should be noted 
that much of this deficit is for terminal equipment, in particular fax machines. 
39.  In  1990, the trade surplus with countries other than EFfA, Japan, the United States, and the 
newly  industrialized  countries  of Asia  amounted  to  2060  million  ECU,  on  exports  of 2591 
million ECU and imports of 532 million ECU.  This surplus consists principally of a 1001  miUion 
ECU export surplus for terminal equipment other than fax machines.  It is worth noting that the 
Community's trade with developing nations included exports facilitated by soft loans or grants. 18 
40. 1be EFfA nations are the Community's largest  purchasers and second  largest  suppliers  of 
telecommunications equipment, and continue to be the Community's largest telecoms trading ' 
partners. 
1bere has been a tendency for the small EC surplus to decline due, in large degree, to increased 
imports by the Community of  terminal equipment parts. 
41. The Community continues to run a  trade defiCit  with  the United States.  In  1990,  the trade: 
deflCit totaHed 439 million ECU, on impOrts of 1001  million ECU and exports of 563  million· 
ECU. 11Us defic.il.i$ call$Cd .maioly by.imports  .of both terminal and traMmwion equipment. 
42. The Community continues to  run a  large trade defiCit  with Japan.  In  1990,  it  totaUed  1134. 
million ECU, with imports of 1204  million ECU and exports of only 70  million  ECU.  The: 
annual trade imbalaAoe has gown in an but one year in the last decade.  Nearly three-quarters 
of the Community's imports from Japan consist of terminal equipment with over half of the. 
imports being accounted for by fax machines and parts, (Figure 6). 
43.  EC has a negative telecommunications trade balance with Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, . 
and Taiwan: exports of 26l.mmion ECUad.imports of 441  million ECU in  1990.  The defiCit· 
results principally from  EC imports of handsets and additional types of terminal equipment ' 
other than fax machines. 
44. The global nature of the telecommunications industry poses particular competitive challenges i 
for the industry's leading companies in Europe, North America, and Japan. 
These particular challenges have to be faced taking into account some major characteristics of 
the industry: 
The  strong  financial  interdependence  between  telecommunications  equipment· 
i 
manufacturers  and  their  chief  customers,  telecommunications  service  providers,: 
principally  entities  enjoying  special  or  exclusive  rights  with  respect  to  provision  of 
infrastructure and/or services. 19 
The similar interdependence between telecommunications equipment manufacturers and 
electronic component producers, on which equipment manufacturers heavily depend. 
Leading  manufacturers  have  traditionally  enjoyed  important  shares  of  their  home 
. -markets. J¥h  jch .provide .a  base of oper.ations m  other geographic markets - but this is 
changing where public procurement rules are liberalised. 
The industry bu·recently seen an increa$e of CXHlpel"8tion and concentration, in the face 
of rising R & D costs and in order to gain aocess to new markets. 
Several  factors  inauding  the  rapidity  of  technological  change,  the  technological 
· · oonvergence · between  ·tbe  data  processing.  telecommunications  and  broadcasting 
equipment industries, and liberalization  tend to increase the market uncertainties.  In 
consequence,  telecommunications  equipment  manufacturers  are  induced  to  adopt 
appropriate strategies aimed at further improving the effiCiency of their operation and 
structure.  These strategies,  the choice  of which  depends  notably  on  the  firm's  size, 
objectives  and  "value  chain",  may  include  differentiation  of  product  offerings  8, 
diversification into the services business, and focus on high quality niche market segments. 
- -lbe ~tR~Cture of. manufacturers (induding the  degree of vertical integration)  and  the 
scope of manufacturers' activities vary widely among different regions. 
In the face of these challenges global competition must take place on a level playing field.  The 
possibility to respond to the increase in demand generated by the liberalization of services must 
be open to all the competitors involved. 
Access to Teleoommuniqtlons Markets in North America and Japan 
45.  Competition  in  communications  services  and  equipment  markets  is  a  relatively  recent 
phenomenon and the extent of liberalization has been uneven world-wide. 
In the  past decade,  the United  States,  Japan  and  the European  Community  have  radically 
reformed their  regulatory structures and  begun  to  liberalize  their communications  markets. 
These regulatory changes have both provided frrms with new opportunities in  foreign markets 
I  In an attempt to 1imntain c:overa1e of the whole manufacturing sector, the major actors have proposed a variety of umbrella 
concepts  based  on  interoperability  and  use  of standards,  e.g.  1000  Series  (Alcatel),  Net  2000  (AT&. T),  C&.C  (NEC), 
FiberWorld (Nonhem Telecom). 9 
20 
and subjected them to new competition from foreign firms in their traditional domestic markets. 
However,  factors  such  as  government  regulation,  installed  equipment  base,  trade  policies, 
procurement, and standards in various countries, influence the ability of producers to compete 
in global markets for telecommunications equipment. 
Since the Community has opened up procurement in  Member States, is about to complete the 
liberalization  of its  communications  markets,  and  continues  a  firm  and  nondiscriminatory 
competition policy, it expects that legal and structural barriers which may still exist in the United 
States and in  Japan will  rapidly  be lifted so  as  to allow  EC companies to compete  in  these 
telecommunications markets on an equal footing. 
The Uniw:I States 
46.  In  order  to  assess  the  degree  of  openness  of  the  U.S.  market  to  EC  suppliers  of 
telecommunications network equipment, the EC and U.S. financed jointly an independent study 
of the U.S. central office switching market, the largest segment by value of the U.S.  network 
equipment market 9•  The study underscores E.C. concerns with respect to three aspects of the 
U.S. telecommunications market: 
- the  local/regional  market,  in  particular  the  activities  of the  Regional  Bell  Operating 
Companies; 
- the long-distance market, in particular the activities of AT & T; and 
- the regulatory environment in the United States. 
RBOCs 
The Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs) are telecommunications operators that enjoy 
exclusive  rights  to provide  locaJ/regiona.J  .teJ.eamununicatioos  aervice5.  Under current  law, 
RBOCs  are  prohibited  from  having  vertical  links  with  respect  to  the  production  of 
telecommunications equipment. 
The RBOCs purchase approximately 80 percent of all telecommunications network equipment 
sold in  the United States.  Their historical relationship with  AT & T  and their large instaUed 
base of AT & T products have made it difficult for suppliers other than AT & T to break into 
the U.S.  market for  extensions and upgradings.  Moreover, despite their exclusive  rights,  the 
Northern Business Information (NBI), "Central Office Equipment Purchases", A  report prepared for The Office of the  U.S. 
Trade Representative Executive Office of the President, Me Graw Hill, March 20, 1992. 21 
RBOCs  are not  subject  to  open  procurement  disciplines.  The  result,  according  to  the 
independent  study  referenced  above,  is  that  AT & T  and  Northern  Telecom  supplied 
respectively 48 % and 41 % of the switching requirements of the RBOCs in  1990. 
Thus,  the  AT & T  divestiture  has  not  resulted  in  a  ·substantial  opening  of  the 
telecommunications network equipment market to third-country suppliers, other than Northern 
Telecom, a U.S. subsidiary of Bell Canada Enterprises. 
Lana-distance madcet 
The 1984 Modifted Final Judgment (MFJ) divested AT & Tof its regional/local activities, which 
are  now  performed  by  the  RBOCs.  AT & T  retained  the  right  to  offer  long-distance 
telecommunications services,  although  in  competition with  other carriers. AT &  T  is  still the 
largest U.S. long-distance carrier, providing over 60% of U.S. long-distance services.  It is not 
subject  to  open  procurement  rules  and  buys  all  of  its  central  office  equipment, 
representing about 8% of the total U.S. market, from its own manufacturing subsidiary. 
AT & T's strong  position  as  a  network  operator  combined  with  its  size  as  an  equipment 
manufacturer gives  it  a  major structural  advantage  over  many  foreign  firms.  This vertical 
integration  gives  AT & T  experience  in  operating  and  maintaining  a  telecommunications 
network  in  addition  to  designing  and  manufacturing  equipment.  Because  no  other 
manufacturers of comparable size operate networks, this is a competitive advantage.  Vertical 
integration also  entails the possibility of cross-subsidization, which  has a  number of negative 
effects including lack of long-term competitiveness for those companies which are competitors in 
the subsidized  activity,  in  this  case  telecommunications equipment  manufacturing.  Thus,  in 
order to prevent such cross-subsidization, it is necessary to ensure that the network operator is 
under effective competitive pressure. 
It is  instructive to  contrast AT & T's position with  that of companies  in  the more dynamic 
segments  of  the  U.S.  telecommunication  market,  where  EC  suppliers  are  afforded  a  fair 
opportunity to compete.  In those dynamic market segments, for example the supply of switches, 
mobile  communications,  and  transmission  products  to  the  U.S.  independent  telephone 
companies, EC suppliers have been more successful in obtaining orders.  Nonetheless, taking the 
U.S.  switch  market as  a whole,  the recent  independent study  demonstrates  that  two  North 
American companies, AT·& T and Northern Telecom, supplied respectively 44% and 40% of 
the U.S. central office switching market in 1990 and that virtuaUy aU switches sold in the U.S. are 
manufactured in North America. 22 
Re~:ulatoO' environment 
The process for adapting products to the particular U.S. standards and of  gaining "type approval" 
for  equipment  in  combination  with  the  tendering process  makes  securing orders  difficult. 
R  eantation by .bo&li the-FCC-&IKI  l&ate -r~s  bas faHed  to remoYe  all bMTien to effective . . 
competition in the U.S. marketplaoe. 
With respect to the future direction of U.S. regulatory policy, it is hoped that effective regulatory 
safeguards· wilt 'be  dermed  in order  to  ensure fair  competition  and  transparent  practices. 
W.itholll.IUCh.sufficient. safepar.ds, the propcHall. which ~  being  OOA&idered  by Congress, for 
example to allow the RBOCs into equipment manufacturing (Hollings Bill),  might result in  a 
further de facto closure of the U.S. market to foreign flf11ls. 
Finally, it must be noted that the U.S. has recently threatened the Community once again with 
unilateral trade sanctions, this time under the Buy American's section of the 1988 Trade Act. 
The U.S. objects to the 3 % preference for EC-origin goods that is contained in the EC's utilities 
directive, a preference that the EC has offered to waive if it  receives comparable, lasting, and 
effective aocess to the U.S. marketplace. Moreover, the U.S. sanctions threat comes despite a 
U.S. preference of 6 % imposed to make U.S. entities "Buy American". The threat disregards the 
U.S. large and growing telecommunications trade surplus with  the Community, which  is  the 
result, in large measure, of the small share of the U.S. telecommunications network equipment 
market that is held by E.C. companies and the uncertainties in the U.S. regulatory environment 
that are chronicled above. 
Canada 
47.  Bell  Canada,  Canada's largest  telecommunications  local  service  monopoly with  52% of the 
Canadian carriers revenues, is a fully owned ·subsidiary of BCE, which owns 53% of Northern 
Telecom, from which Bell Canada purchases about 80% of its equipment needs.  Thus Northern 
Telecom enjoys similar  advantages to AT & T,  i.e.,  having close  relationships  with  a  major 
service provider. 
Bell Canada's continued dominance in both long distance and local communications services in 
Canada's largest Provinces may provide Northern Telecom with possibly even greater protection 
in its home market than that enjoyed by AT & T. 23 
A written agreell'lent between Northern Teleco~  and BeU Canada permits the latter to purchase 
equipment from an alternative supplier, only if Northern Telecom cannot orwill not supply the 
equipment. 
In  considering  the  doled  nature  of  the  ~nadian market,  it  is  worth  noting  that  the 
telecommunications  sector  is  aduded  fr-om  pte  aoope  of the  U.S.-Canadian  Free Trade 
Agreement.  As a reault, each nation bas prov~  that the other may retain its existing market 
arrangements, without challenp by firms from ~ou  their shared border.  -
laptUI 
! 
48.  N'IT, the Japanese telecomnumic:adcms operatc+r'. which Nprlllfttl 84,. of ~  TOs revenues in 
Japan. had 1990 revenue of $44.2 billion, ma~  it the 1arpst sUch operator in the world.  The 
market has recently been liberalised, and NTf  "  erclnded from international services and faces 
competition for domestic services. 
; 
However, it remains the dominant purchaser o~  equipment and provider of services, a situation 
I 
likely to continue for some tinie.  To date, it  J.s  difficult to enter the Japaese switch market 
without  tendering into  a  research contract wfth  NTf; since  its creation in  1952,  N1T has 
maintained a cloee r•tionship with selected  ~uppliers. moat  notably Hitachi, NEC, Oki and 
Fujitsu. 
'These four companies, commonly referred to a~  the •NTf  family", account for more than 60% of 
! 
the Japanese domestic production of telecomm+nications equipment. 
' 
NTT's procurement from foreign s'PPiiers du'*g fiscal year 1991 remained at a low level (US$ 
603  million),  although  liberalisation  of the jproducts  lilled  in  the  GAlT  Agreement  on 
government procurement could have been ~ed  to lead to a more open procurement policy. 
Also NTT's purchases of telecommunications ~uipment  as such are not covered by the GA  1T 
Agreement.  The impact of liberalilation on etfective market access for European suppliers has 
been negligible so far. 
It is also difficult to enter the non-NTf marke' for telecommunications equipment, because the 
new common carriers depend greatly on inter~nnection to the N1T network to provide service 
and therefore tend to procure most critical  n~twork equipment from Japanese suppliers most 
familiar with N1T's network. 24 
Where some non-Japanese suppliers have gained orders it sometimes appears to be a response 
to external political pressure. 
It  is  worthwhile  to  note  that  despite  the  NTr  Procurement  Agreement  10,  the  MOSS 
Agreements 11  .aAd -moat. EeOeRUy,  tl:te ·St£-uctural Impediments Initiative (SH),  U.S.  firms have 
had only limited success in penetrating the Japanese market. 
Some European companies  have  decided to  leave  the market altogether,  whilst  others are 
concentrating their attention on supplying specialized state of the art non-network equipment 
not yet available .from lapause producers. 
However,  if  the  future  entails  broadband  ISDN  and  next-generation  portable  mobile 
communicatiou,..JleW demand w.U 8e  .cr~  .aad .aew mar«et··oppertwltttes wUi  devefop for · 
European companies. 
Trade Issues with Other Rglons 
EFTA 
49. The European Free Trade Agreement (EFTA) countries already enjoy close co-operation with  · 
the Community in  telecommunications.  They are all members of CEPT and ETSI, and, as a 
result, collaborate closely in the field of  standards. 
In addition, the Community and the EFTA member states have decided to create a "European 
Economic Area" with conditions similar to those of a  single market among the  19  countries 
involved.  The  EEA  will  provide  trade,  market  access  and  competition  rules  for 
telecommunications  equipment  producers  similar  to  those  these  enjoy  in  the  internal  EC 
market. 
CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE 
50.  The PHARE action will  be a force in integrating Central and Eastern Europe with  Western 
Europe and in furthering the region's economic transformation.  This program should allow for  · 
10  The S<Kalled N'IT Procurement Agreement, ~hich was negotiated by the United States and Japan in  1981, was renewed three 
times, and is currently in effect until December 1992.  It aims essentially at facilitating equipment bids from foreign suppliers. 
11  In  1986,  the United States concluded the Market Oriented Sector Selective (MOSS) telecommunications negotiations with 
Japan, with  the primary goal of ensuring that  the Japanese  regulatory process  did not  discriminate against  foreign  firms'  · 
products and services. the creation of new cemmereial opportunities in the field of telecommunications considering its 
contribution to the completion of pan-European telecommunication infrastructures. 
In  a longer term perspective,  the need for  and possibility of close co-operation between the 
Community and Ceftkat eftd·E.atterrt Ettrope·m the field of precompetitive and prenormative 
R &  D should be further investigated. 
The commercial results of this closer integation with Central and Eastern Europe should be 
significant for EC companies. 
However, in the absence of a level playing fteld at the international  leve~ verticaUy integrated 
companies have a competitive advantage in the Central and Eastern European countries, being 
able to enter such~~  <lM GtlftOinllion -of MCWMk·· eperation, ·service·· provision and 
equipment manufacturing. 
An important aspect in the context of the further integration of Europe concerns the extension 
to Central and Eastern Europe of the Community's GSM standard for digital mobile telephones 
and its concomitant encryption equipment. 
In order to sustain the efforts of Central and Eastern European countries towards restructuring 
their telephone systems, the Community should promote the use of the GSM standard.  In this 
context,  the  total  removal  of the  digital  telephony  equipment  from  the  COCOM  list  of 
controlled dual  use products,  might  be appropriate.  This would  prevent new  hurdles  from 
thwarting on-going European harmonization in the field of telecommunications. 
Comparison with EC Situation 
51. The regulatory situation of public procurement rules and competition policy  inside the EC for 
telecommunications  equipment  producers  applies  or will  shortly  apply  to  EC and  non-EC 
producers on a nondiscriminatory basis. 
52. As  regards  public  procurement,  the  Council  has  adopted  in  September  1990  a  Directive 
extending the rules already in application for public procurement to sectors previously excluded, · 
particularly telecommunications. 
It provides essentially that in respect of  suppl~ contracts above 600 000 ECUs sufficient publicity 
should be given through publication of a tencler notice in  the Official Journal of the European 
Communities  and  that  the contracts  should  be attributed  according  to  transparent  criteria 26 
normally to the most economically advantageous or lowest priced tender.  The Directive which 
will come into force on 1st January 1993, aims at ensuring that there will be no discrimination in 
favour of  domestic companies and that a real Community market for network equipment will be 
established. 
The Community should ensure that multilateral rules under GAIT give  similar access to  EC 
producers in third country markets, which should at the end exhibit the same transparency as it 
will be the case for the Community mMket. 
53.  In the EC, competition rules inoludifts the merger Regulation are applied in a nondiscriminatory 
manner to ensure that competition is not distorted.  They prevent anti-competitive agreements 
and the creation or abuse of a dominant position. 
54.  In  a  merger or joint venture or other co-operative  arrangement  involving  vertical  link-ups 
between service providers and equipment producers the Commission will normally not raise any 
objections as long as there is effective competition in both the services and equipment involved. 
Thus, although  each operation will  have  to be decided on a  case by  case basis,  the entry of 
equipment producers into services which are liberalized and subject to effective competition and 
open entry would not normally create problems.  On the other hand, where the link-up was with 
a  service  operator enjoying special or exclusive  rights  or not otherwise  subject  to effective 
competition, there is a risk of extending or strengthening a dominant position.  Such link-ups will 
not be permitted or will be subject to stringent conditions. 
In  any  event,  any  proposed  restructuring  co-operation  between  major  European 
telecommunications  operators  and  leading  European  equipment  manufacturers,  when 
permitted, will be subject &o obligatiofts of  ftOO discrimination and no cross-subsidization. 
Where a  service  operator enjoying special  or exclusive  rights,  and  not  therefore  subject  to 
effective competition,  has  a  presence in  the equipment  market  there  is  a  danger  that  such 
vertical integration increases the risk of cross-subsidization, predatory pricing or other forms of 
discrimination which could be contrary to the rules of competition, in  particular an abuse of a 
dominant position.  The Commission will  be vigilant  in  examining cases  involving  verticaUy 
integrated  operators  in  whatever  market  a  dominant  position  may  be  found,  where  such 
behaviour has an impact in the Community. 27 
The Commission realises drat there can be effiCiency enhancing synergies that can stem from 
vertical links between service operators and equipment producers.  Such link-ups can therefore 
be increasingly expected in EC markets.  The key to these being accepted under EC competition 
rules is for a  real opening of public procurement rules and liberalisation of services such that, 
because  effective  competition  is  introduced  and  maintained,  there  is  no  possibility  of 
strengthening or extending a dominant position. 
Moreover, a restructuring would be more likely to be accepted in a European single market than 
in a national market, especially if  this latter is isolated by high barriers.  In assessing this matter 
the Commission would take into account  the evolution of the EC national markets towards 
integration. 
55.  The Community is  concerned about the imbalance between, on the one hand,  its  open and 
nondiscriminatory  approach  to market access  for  telecommunications products,  technologies 
and investments,  and,  on the other hand,  the structural diffiCulties  which  may  limit  market 
openness in other major world .markets. 
Historically,  EC markets have  been  relatively  closed  due  to market  fragmentation  and  the 
regulatory environment. 
However, the EC has started an on-going process of creating an  open  internal  market  and 
service  liberalization,  which  is  designed  to  achieve  the  objectives  of greater  efficiency  and 
economies  of scale,  lower  network  equipment  costs,  and  higher  quality  services  at  more 
reasonable prices.  At the same time, the Community has a parallel objective, which is to ensure 
that Community industry is  globally competitive and able to operate under conditions of fair 
competition in other parts of the world. 
Access to other markets is necessary not only in terms of sale opportunities, but also in terms of 
the advantages gained by close contact with leading industries, particularly in the United States 
and Japan. 
It is also necessary that the structural operation of the world's major industries are not distorted 
by cross-subsidization of equipment by services within vertically integrated producers or by the 
free or concessionary transfer of R &  D developed by the in-house research facilities of major 
telecommunications operators to their equipment suppliers. 
The  search  for  a  "level  playing  field"  should  therefore  be  of  paramount  importance  in 
Community efforts to achieve open and fair competition in world  markets.  The Community 28 
intends to use all means at its disposal, including EC competition laws, bilateral negotiations, 
and multilateral fora to continue its push for fair trade in world markets. 
In particular any anti-competitive practices implemented in the EC market wherever they take 
plaoe will be subject to the~~  the ECrules of  eompetition. 
VI  LOQKING FORWARD 
The Market Trends. 
56.  Overall growth in world equipment markets over the next two decades is  expected to average 
between 5 and 6 per cent per year in real terms, (Figure 2), higher than the underlying growth of 
the economy but less than the rate of the growth of the telecommunications service sector, as the 
intensity of equipment use increases and as unit  prices continue to  fall  in  real  terms.  It is 
expected that the markets for mobile and data communications equipment will continue to grow 
at above average rates. 
57. A  significant change in  the present geographical balance of world equipment markets is  not 
expected. 
The expansion of new and improved services, as manifested in mobile and data communications 
and in- the addition of intelligent features to networks, will take place oveiWhelmingly in  the 
major  industrialised  regions  of North  America,  Japan  and  Europe,  provided  the  current 
liberalisation of markets continues in  Europe.  There will,  however,  be some shift  in  market 
share towards the rest of the world for basic transmission and switching equipment. 
58. The main market changes in the most important equipment product segments are expected to 
be as follows: 
Public switching  markets will  show slower growth,  particularly  m  revenue  terms due  to  the 
maturity of the technology and substantial existing capacity. 
Public transmission, on the other hand, will grow faster in  the next  decade than it  has  in  the 
recent past.  This growth will  be spurred by the deployment of Synchronous Digital Hierarchy, 
(SDH and also  known  in  the U.S.  as SONET or Synchronous Optical network),  and by  the development of fibre in the  ~ocal loop, as broa~nd  technologies begin to penetrate the market. 
This will be fostered by the growth of l.ANs and MANs 12• 
Cable markets will show declining growth in  r~enue  terms due to the impact of high capacity 
fibre optic cable. 
Satellite equipment will  show substantial groWth  in  Europe due to the deployment of VSA  T 
systems following liberalisation in  this area.  Here, the European market is  as yet relatively 
under-deYeloped. 
Mobile communications equipment, the futesttgrowing sector of the 19801. will become one of 
the most important segments, aocounting for  1~ per cent of all equipment expenditure in 1994. 
It is aliG ifO•ible  4Mt this marllet willlteep 11 o;. in& si&nificantty into the  next century as wireless 
displaces some cable-based services. 
Data communications equipment will continue  ~o be one of the fastest-growing market segments 
despite a  significant decline in unit costs.  One important area of expansion will  be wireless-
based data products. 
The markets  for private voice-switching.  (PBXs  and key  telephone systems), will  face  price 
competition from new  Far Eastern suppliers.·  Larger, computer-controlled PBXs,  taking full 
advantage of ISDN u features, will show health4er growth than smaller products. 
Customer premises equipment marltets will coptinue to grow but traditional suppliers will face 
stiff competition from consumer products suPI)liers.  Given the competition from the Far East, 
this will threaten to effect Europe's trade balance. 
I 
i 
'The new intelligent network and other software-intensive network markets will be the subject of 
competition between  traditional switch  mamtacturers, niche  telecommunications  equipment 
supplien and computer manufacturers.  This ~  a market that will  accounl for a  resurgence of 
spending at the turn of the century. 
; 
12  LANa, Local Area Nerworb and MANs, Metropolitan Area Networks offering wider area I.ANs aed the inrer-c:onnection of 
J.ANL  ' 
13  ISDN,  lntep'lled SerW:ea  Dipral  Network,  offering  a  furth..  development  of lhe  digital  telephone  network.  enabling 
combinarion of  YOic:e, data and images.  ' 30 
59.  Such market developments will  mean that switching and transmission continue to be the bulk 
markets,  but  that  the  high  growth  markets  will  be in  mobile,  data  communications,  and 
intelligenre features in the network and satellites. 
The Industry Challenft 
60. The relative strengths of the European sector that can be highlighted are threefold. 
The first is the high level of  visibility that the large European equipment suppliers have in world 
markets,  including  their  significant  installed  equipment  bases,  customer  relationships  and 
international experience. 
The second is the rationalisation and re-structuring that is taking place in the context of a more 
unified, liberalized and globally integrated European market. 
The  third  is  the  benefit  stemming  from  the  Community  R &  D  programmes  to  support 
telecommunications development. 
61.  At the same time, European equipment suppliers demonstrate five major potential weaknesses. 
The first  is that most European telecommunications equipment manufacturers, particularly in 
the switching and transmission businesses, still have to adapt their organisation, structure and 
strategies to meet successfully the challenges created by global competition, the coming creation 
of a real internal market and the further liberalization of services. 
The  second  potential  weakness  to  be  countered  is  that  European  companies  face  stiff 
competition from companies based in other markets such as North America and Japan where 
earlier liberatisation of the terminal equipment market and some services has led to a stimulated 
market growth, particularly for telecommunications terminal equipment. 
The third  is  that  the relatively  long-term  nature of shared  European  research  programmes 
obscures the fact that short-term objectives may need to be set to influence market positions, for 
example to bring to market in Europe digital mobile handsets. 
The efforts of European manufacturers to develop with users and service providers the means to 
enter n~w  product fields and applications should be facilitated and encouraged, in  particular by 31 
ensuring  the  appropriate  lieeralised  regulatory  fnmework,  standards  and  network 
interconnection possibilities. 
Fourthly, the prob&ems  of fair,  transparent, nondiscriminatory conditions of access  to high-
growth market segments in other areas of the world, particularly Far Eastern markets and the 
United States, due to existing structural and regulatory barriers, needs to be examined in detail. 
Lastly, the continued requirement by the go\lernments of several European nations that their 
TOs contribute to other public activities and services, combined with other factors limiting the 
productivity of the TOs, inevitably r~uces tijeir capability of investing in  network equipment 
and systems evolution and forces them into a situation where their internal cash generation is 
insufficient to finance the investments, compalled with their international competitors. 
62. A major factor for future success will be whether companies can take on the challenges they face 
while expanding into new markets. 
The underlying trend in traditional telecomm~nications  equipment markets, such as switching, is 
for a shift from hardware to software-based aQtivities.  This will lead to a fundamental change in 
the revenue structure of  companies. 
A  second major challenge is  involved  in mOfling  into new consumer markets.  Serving these 
markets  means  addressing  a  completely  n~  customer  base,  with  which  many  European 
companies do not yet have extensive  exper~nce.  They will  need to develop both traditional 
marketing methods and new skills orientated m  mass consumer markets. 
A third and related challenge will be to develop new distribution channels.  This means moving 
from  the relatively targeted  oontacts with  a  number of TOs to competing with  distribution 
channels built up by companies serving the coasumer electronics market. 
The ability to tackle these three challenges will be a critical factor for success, particularly for 
small- and medium-sized companies in the supply industry. 
; 
63.  Vertical integration or other forms of co-operation such as joint ventures and strategic alliances 
may be necessary in certain fields between service providers and equipment manufacturing to 
exploit the fuU  potential of available synergies.  This potential is  likely to grow as the value 
added and software content of services incrdases relative to that of hardware.  It is important 
that the regulatory environment can facilitate such pro-competitive co-operation and distinguish 32 
it  from  that  designed  merely  to  define or extend  monopoly  or exclusive  rights  or operate 
predatory pricing/cross-subsidization. 
VII.  CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS 
64. The European industries in the telecommunications sector enjoy, as we have already noted, a 
favourable overall .aiwalien. 
However, they must address both insufficiencies in certain leading segments of the market and 
potential threat&..£e&wkiRs.fAMit.~  oonditimts -of eotttpetitmnin"the  world. 
Actions need to be taken in order to restore their competitivity and to remedy the structural 
problems they face.  These actions are in the first place the responsibility or the industries 
themselves. 
An important strategic angle for them involves the realisation of those changes which will allow 
them to make maximum use of the new opportunities offered by the setting up of the internal 
market - the would-be base from which  these industries will  strengthen their presence in  the 
world market. 
These changes which  must  respect Community competition  laws,  should  include  efforts  in . 
technological developmeftt1 iRcreMed pmdtsetivity, improved and enfarged distribution channels, 
and expanded alliances in Europe and around the world. 
The Community and the Member States should take initiatives to ensure industry a favourable 
business environment, while respecting the principle of subsidiarity. 
65.  Community action regarding the different areas of the sector should aim at four fundamental 
objectives: 
The establishment  of a  real  internal  market  as  a  base  for  the  development  of the 
telecommunications  industry  and  to. stimulate  in  a  permanent  and  sustainable  way 
dynamic demand conditions. 
The support of technological development essential in a sector where technical progress is 
very rapid  and which  should  aim  at putting advanced  services  at  the disposal  of the· 33 
European economy as well  as "811owing  industry to remain strongly competitive on the 
world market. 
The improvement of the industry's position in the terminal equipment sector, a growing 
segment of  the te1ecommunications equipment market. 
The search for  level  playlna conditio .. or competition  In  -the  world  market allowing 
European industty access to any third country marlcets especially where difficulties are 
currently experienced: this is  of vital  iMportance for  its  development to enjoy the full 
advafttalel  .ef eeanomies of  scope M1rl 'SQlle. 
The Establishment of  the Internal Market 
66.  In the context of the establishment of the internal market, the follow-up and acceleration of the 
implementation  of  the  Green  Paper  programme  regarding  the  creation  of  a  unified 
telecommunications market should therefore supply the base for progress.  This programme, 
taking into account the follow-up of actions being carried out in the current sectors, should now 
aim at perfecting the operation of the internal market as a level playing field  for all economic 
operators and emphasize expansion, by libera!Gation and harmonization, of new segments of t.he 
market (for example  mobile  communications,  satellite communications,  the development  of 
intelligent networks and the supply of  advance«~ services). 
The Liberalization Aspect 
67. Competition, prmnoted by active competition policy, is central to the creation of the conditions 
necessary for economic growth because it provides the spur to firms to undertakeR & D and to· 
invest.  In this respect, guidelines have been recently defined to advise the various actors about 
the general legal  and  economic principles which  have  been and are being  followed  by  the 
Commission in the application of competition rules to undertakings in the telecommunications 
sector 14• 
In addition, the Commission will ensure that distortion of competition is avoided by applying its 
policy set out in  the "Community framework for State aids for research and development" (OJ 
No.  C 83  of 11  April  1986):  aspects of the problem to be dealt with  include  the transfer to 
industry, free of charge or for a charge lower !than the true cost of the service, of research and 
14  "Guidelines on the Application of EEC Competition Rules in the Telecommunications Sector·. 91/C 233/02, OJ No C 233/2. 
6.9.1991. development results from State-supported institutions, without prejudice to any other direct or 
indirect means used towards the same end. 
A dynamic market in telecommunications services is the key element for a  healthy market in 
telecommunications equipment. 
1be  continuous ecpattsion of  the services market, further promoted by the liberalization process,  i 
combined with an improved investment force of those network operators which continue to he 
the largest buyers of equipment, should form the basis of the growth in  the equipment sector. 
EC procurement nrles-witi be viJorousty apptied in order to ensure that procurement is  open 
and nondiscriminatory. 
This scenario, in turn, depends on the opportunity given  to any service provider to compete 
freely on the market for telecommunications services. 
Indeed, competitiveness will be jeopardized if  telecommunications organizations can maintain 
tariffs at a high, non cost-oriented, leYel through abuse of their monopoly I dominant position in · 
creating and  operating the  networks and, when applicable,  in  providing telecommunications 
services. 
The Harmoniztllion Aspect 
68. If  the  liberalization  of  services  constitutes  a  condition  for  their  rapid  development, 
harmonization of both services and equipment is of importance to allow the unification of the 
present market, (ragmented by  th~ existence of technical differences, and the setting up of pan-
European services. 
The backbone of this harmonization is  the availability of a  coherent and dynamic European 
system of standardization and of certification.  The creation of ETSI, adding to  the already 
existing standardization organisations (CEN and CENELEC), has become a major asset in  to  , 
the  telecommunications  sector  in  Europe.  The  Community  legislation  already  adopted, . 
especially regarding terminals, established the bases for an efficient application  of standards 
prepaced by ETSl and CEN-CENELEC. 
Community efforts should now concentrate on four aspects: 3S 
The pursuit of an active policy regarding.the rapid creation of standards by supporting the 
work of standardization organisations especially by contributing to their resources when 
found necessary, and, by  active participation in solving problems of principle which  are 
created by  standardization, for example,; the question of intellectual property rights, the 
coherence between services, terminals and ONP standards, stimulation of application of 
standards outside of the regulatory context. 
The support that wiH  be allowed in the context of Title XII  of the Treaty of European 
Union to the development of Trans-European Networks will  have a  significant effect in 
the promotion of the use of Community, standards: the actions envisaged in  the field of 
tnnsborder ·intercormection of ISDN, btoadband communications and for the telematic 
networks  between  AdministratiOJl.$  will  in  fad  draw .the  best .from.  the .Community 
standardisation work, at the same time as they will foster the development of the internal 
market and of  the European economy as a whole. 
Initiatives,  especially  in  the area of organisation,  aiming  to  ensure  the best  possible 
synergy between the European standardisation bodies to achieve greater coherence and to 
make the standard setting process fully transparent and accessible to users. 
This requires  to  further  rationalize the system,  as proposed  by  the Green  Paper on 
standardization and to put in place rapidly an eff'ICient system of  Community certification. 
The necessary preparation to ensure that the Directive 15  governina the placing on the 
market of terminal equipment shall produce its effects at. the time when it comes into 
force in November 1992. 
- The activities of ETSI will of course be examined under Articles 85 and 86 in  the normal 
course of  events. 
SuRtort to Rcsean:h and Tec:bnololzjql DeveiOJPm$nt 
69.  In a sector in rapid technological evolution an4 where the costs of R & D weigh more and more 
heavily on the costs of the market, the co-operation in R &  D remains an essential element of 
the Community policy of the sector, as long as the strategy followed by the actors in  the sector 
leads them to immediate exploitation of results from  R &  D efforts carried out on a common 
level. 
15  Council Directive 91/263 EEC of 29 Apri11991 (OJ L 128 of Mav 23rd, 1991). 36 
Such a strategy should push network operators and services providers to stimulate the take off of 
the market  by  the rapid  offer  of advanced  services,  based  on  technologies which  European 
industry will learn to master in the framework of  common research programmes. 
Such an approach by the European service providers would be at the advantage of the European 
industry since  it  would  allow  the latter to put to the test  at an  early stage  the  operational 
solutions which it could then exploit with success on the world markets, including those of our 
advanced commercial partners.  In this context, the use of the RACE programme results would 
be accentuated. 
The Community effort  in  R &  D should  be  enlarged to take  into  account  the needs  of the 
markets presently in growth, especially mobile communications, the VSA  T and terminals which · 
will influence more and more the Community commercial position. 
On the other hand, pre-competitive research should not limit itself to long term aspects of the 
market,  but  should  also  reinforce  the  effect  of  research  and  technological  development 
investments on industrial competitiveness.  Priority technology  projects as mentioned  in  the 
Commission's recent Communication on research after Maastricht 16,  should contribute to this 
objective  by  ensuring  the  availability  of generic  technologies  for  the  support  of  industrial 
research projects spontaneously emerging from  enterprises.  The research carried out  under 
these priority technology activities could also help the re-orientation of industries towards the 
new requirements created by technical and regulatory evolution of the sector, supporting, for 
example, the development of new common products with advanced users. 
In  order  to  draw  the  best  from  the  potential,  especially  in  R &  D,  of  the  European 
telecommunications  industry,  it  is  necessary  to  fully  exploit  the  synergy  between  the 
telecommunications  equipment  sector and  that  of the European electronics  industry.  The . 
general lines  of action presented in  the "Communication on the Electronics and  Information 
Technology  Industry"  equally concern  deeply  the  European Telecommunications  Equipment 
Industry. 
The Terminal Equipment Market 
70.  The terminal  market represents an  important segment of the telecommunications equipment· 
market  (nearly  10  billion  ECU/year) and  European  industry  shows  a  real  weakness  in  this 
16  "Research  after  Maastricht:  An Assessment,  a  Strategy",  Communication  from  the  Commission  to  the Council  and  the 
European Parliament, SEC(92) 682, 9 Aprill992. 37 
sector.  The Commission proposes. to calli)' o;t. .in compliance. with  Com11unity competition. 
rules, a  series of consultations with the objectfte of supporting inclustrial efforts to emerge as 
competitive players in the new marlcet segmenuj 
This would 'imply, of  c:our~ maintaining of tbe  ~esent  policy of terminals lhralisation, and of 
competition  between  fums  with  reprd to ..  sic  engineering.  production,  distribution  and 
services.  These consultations woukl concern  t~e upstream stage of the industry process,  and 
would brifts totether tbe maTlufac:turing industrj, the service providers and the users. 
! 
I 
Thil~  «1'1811y ;mptr w-opeaatkm in· R ·&J·D in those basic technologies required for the 
realisation of identified terminals. ill line with~  approach .set out in the Commission's recent 
; 
communication on research after Maastricht l7.  • 
lgmvinc die Cepdltlp• of  Couethlon In the Wttd  Market 
71. The global nature of the telecommunications ..  uipment business requires particular attention 
I  . 
to the external aspects of the sector.  · 
It requires action so that, on the world level, ~conditions  of competition are balanced and that 
European suppliers of equipment benefit frorh  nondisaiminatory access to markets of third 
I 
countries, just as firms from these countries •  benefit from  nondiscriminatory access in  the 
Comnnmity. 
i 
The search for a •tevel playing field•  for the telecommunications industry on the world level, 
could be reached by the use of two means, comiined or not: 




The setting of appropriate rules of  com.,.tition at world level. 
The actions required come mainly from  two Community instruments: commercial policy  and 
competition policy.  They will be supported~  the •Centralized Point or larormation" 11 which 
17  SEC(92) 682, op.cit. 
11  Requested by  the Council  in  its  Resolution  of 18  November  1991  concerning  eleclronics,  information  and  communication 
tec:hnoloties. 38 
the Commission  is  currently establishing with a view  to monitoring marketing,  market access 
and competitive practices throughout the main industrial areas in the world. 
Commercial Policy 
72.  The Community has long sought fair access to the market of its principal  business  partners 
(USA,  Japan,  Canada,  EFTA)  that  is  comparable  with  the  openness  available  to  foreign 
oompanies in  the EC.  This objective has been sought both in  multilateral fora,  such  as the 
GA  1T  and OECD, and in bilateral negotiations. 
In this  oontext,  a  first  priority  is,  of course,  the successful  outcome of the  Uruguay  Round 
negotiations on market access and on renewal of the GA  1T  Government Procurement Code.  In 
both of these negotiations, the Community is offering full,  nondiscriminatory access to  the EC 
market  in  return for  removal of the legal or structural  barriers in  foreign  markets  that  are 
discussed  above.  It  is  noteworthy  in  this  regard  that  the  EC  has  offered  to  subject  its 
telecommunications  operators  to  the disciplines  of the Government  Procurement  Code,  in 
return for companble, effective, and lasting access to the markets of its principal partners. The 
Community encourages its principal trading partners to make the same commitment to submit 
telecommunications procurement to effective international disciplines. 
These EC concerns are all the more pressing because they come at a time when foreign  firms 
are increasing  their efforts to  gain  shares of the increasingly  open  EC telecommunications 
market.  As a result, it becomes a matter of primary concern that EC firms be given comparable, 
effective, and lasting access to third country markets. 
Competition Policy 
73.  Even in  the case of a positive conclusion in GA  TI, the problem of balanced access conditions 
will not be entirely resolved, given the unbalance of strategic advantages resulting from the anti-
competitive  practices  that  may  be  found  in  certain  regions  in  the  absence  of appropriate 
safeguards. 
This applies in particular to the transfer to industry, free of charge or for a charge lower than the 
true cost of the service, of research and development results by telecommunications operators. 39 
As a consequence, the Community will  in parallel haye recourse to competition policy  in  the 
regions (North America, Japan, Europe), to the extent required to ensure those modifications 
which would guarantee equivalent conditions of  competition, the "level playing field". 
The eommiSJion wtH ask the tJ.S. autbor1t1es to Intervene, under tbe recent bilateral EC/U.S. 
Anti-trust Agreement, where there is reason to believe that illegal behaviour is  practiced by 
U.S. companies, which has an adverse impact en EC companies operating in the United States. 
The <:cmtmilsion witt imatipte atteptions of anti-competitive practices by foreign vertically 
integrated telecommunications companies that do not practice open procurement and are able 
to cross-subsidise exports. 
In an industry where technological progress is moving rapidly, where strategic alliances are vital 
but fluid and often short-lived, and where there is a premium on being first in  the market, it  is 
essential that Community competition rules are transparent and that a  rapid reaction can be 
given. 
It  should  also  take  external  measures,  by  using  the  actual  and  potential  application  of 
competition policy to support the political process by which third countries (notably the United 
States and Japan) can be brought to liberalise and provide access to their markets. 
74.  Meanwhile, industry should benefit also from Community action in the following areas: 
Standardization 
Given the global importance of telecommunications, and the importance of standards in 
the telecommunications  domain,  the Community should  promote the development  of· 
international standards and endeavour that these take Community interests into account. 
In particular, the Community should continue to encourage its major trading partners to 
increase their use of international standards in order to ensure .comparable.access to their 
telecommunications markets. 
The Community has already insisted upon acceleration of the work on standardization 
within the ITU, where it has an observer status. 
It is necessary to increase Community effort in this area, so that, with the help of Member 
States,  Community  developments  in  the  field  of standardization  and  of  conformity 
specifications are introduced into international work. 40 
Particular attention should be paid to the availability of intellectual property rights with 
respect to  international standards on a  nondiscriminatory  basis  and  under  reasonable 
conditions. 
Mutual recomition-uf ca>rovals of  terminals 
The legislation to ensure an open market for terminals in the Community is  in  place, but 
their  placing  on  the  market  remains  subject  to approval  procedures.  The  access  of 
European terminals to third countries' markets, and vice-versa,  would  be  facilitated  if 
agreements  ~fnmt'nt  recognition of conformity tests or of approvals existed between the 
Community and third countries. 
A  negotiatio!" mandate in the area of mutual recognition of terminal  equipment  type 
approval has recently been adopted by the Commission and is now being examined in  the 
Council. 
Trainine and retrainine 
In its Communication COM(92) 2000 "From the Single Act to Maastricht and beyond: the 
means to match our ambitions", the Commission stated that human capital is  now one of 
the decisive factors in competitiveness. 
The new Article  123  of the Treaty introduces very wide terms of reference for  human 
resources policy,  including the possibility of using the Social Fund to make  it  easier for 
workers to adapt to-industrial changes and to changes in production systems, in particular 
through vocational training and retraining.  The Commission  therefore envisages a  re-
definition of Objectives 3 and 4 of the Structural Funds.  In the context of these objectives, 
a  major effort wilt be devoted throughout the Community  to vocational  training and 
retraining in anticipation of industrial and technological changes. 
In  view  of  the ··preceding  analysis  of  the  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  the 
telecommunications equipment  industry,  programs  to  improve  the  skills  of the  SME-
supplier base and to accelerate the introduction, maintenance and operation of flexible 
manufacturing systems should be of particular benefit to this industry. 
However,  what  the Commission .has in  mind is  an  horizontal  approach  which  can  he! 
applied to the whole industry without drawing any distinction between the sector, location 
or size of the company involved. 
0  0 
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75.  This communication is intended to terYe as ~ground  for a debale with the Member States. 
the  European  Parliament,  the  Emnomic  a~  Social  Committee as well  as  the  industries, 
manufacturers and  usen concenaed,  in  order! to analyse the situation u  perceived  by  the 
Commission and discuss the action to be taken. · 
This should enable the Commission to enter into fnlitful diaiogue with the main actors involved 
including the equipment and service  industriela,  operators and users,  in  order to assess  the 
situation in  greater dcptb .from a ·dylwaic .~ive  aAd .&o. disnm in partta.lar rules Md 
•  I 
mechanisms needed to support the Community~  pledge to free and fair international trade and 
competition for both telecommunications prod!fCU and technolopes, while respecting the roles 
of the parties concerned. Figure 1  World Telecoms Equipment Market, 1990 
Figure 2  World Telecommunications Expenditure, by Type of Equipment 1984-2010 
Figure 3  World Ranking of  Teaem..unicatlons Equipment Manufacturers in 1990 
Figure 4  1be Largest Buyers of  Telecommunications Equipment, 1990 
FiguN 5  'f.eleto••wlmtlens &talpaaat  ·Trade' 1910-1990 
FlguN~· ·Telec!oaawlelitlont &aulpmaat '!'nnle ·!990 by Type of Equipment - 43  -
Figure 1.  Wortd Telecommunications Equipment Market - 1990 
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Switching  17.8  23.2  5.5  28  41  S8  3.7  3.7 
' 
Transmission  14.7  18.2  4.3  22  36  49  5.0  2.9 
Cable  5.8  7.5  5.2  9  13  16  3.0  3.0 
Satellite  2.0  2.9  7.2  3  5  6  2.9  3.4 
Mobile/Personal 
Communication  3.4  8.0  18.6  10  28  65  11.0  8.9 
Data 
Communication  4.3  8.9  15.5  10  25  49  9.0  6.6  . 
PBX and Key 
Systems  4.9  1.5  8.9  9  15  27  5.6  5.6 
Customer 
Premises  6.1  7.9  5.2  9  16  29  5.9  6.3 
Equipment 
Other  5.3  5.1  1.2  7  10  17  4.2  5.9 
' 
World Total  64.3  89.8  6.8  109  189  315  5.7  5.1 
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Source: JDATE, 1991 
(ECUl =$1.27343) · 46 
Fipre 4. World Rankin& of the L&raest Buyers of Telecommunications Equioment accord  in& to their 
Revenue from Telecommunications Servkes in billion ECU. 1990 
Rank  Telecommunications  Country of  Origin  Revenue 
Operator 
1  NIT  Japan  34.7 
2  DBPTelekom  EC  19.7 
3  AT&T  USA  19.7 
'  ; 
4  BT  EC  19.1  ,. 
5  France Telecom  EC  16.6 
6  BeUSouth  USA  11.3 
7  SIP  EC  11.0 
8  Nynex  USA  10.7 
9  GTE  USA  10.0 
' 
10  Bell Atlantic  USA  9.7 
~ 
' 
11  Ameritech  USA  8.4  i 
12  US West  USA  7.8 
13  Pacific Telesis  USA  7.6 
14  Southwestern Bell  USA  7.2 
! 
'  15  Telefonica  EC  6.6 
' 
Source: IDATE,J99l' 
(ECUl =$1.27343)! 47 
Flpre S. EC Telecommunications Equipment Trade CMilllon ECUl 
Imports  USA  Japan  HK/K/S/T  EfTA  ROW  Total 
1980  487  192  90  377  131  1277 
1981  5U  236  102  373  224  1461 
1982  612  262  116  4ll  270  1671 
1983  705  301  132  476  331  1945 
1984  1003  459  'JIJ7  S89  401  2659 
1985  1242  575  240  736  407  3200 
1986  989  730  265  700  379  JO(,J 
1987  910  984  357  906  429  3586 
1988  820  1223  343  951  359  3696 
1989  1037  1453  409  1138  SIS  4S52 
1990  1001  1'JIJ4  441  1084  S32  4262 
Exports  USA  Japan  HK/K/S/T  .EFJ'A  ROW  Total 
1980  1()6  14  241  485  1873  2719 
1981  137  17  222  S36  2241  3153 
1982  195  16  186  620  2505  3522 
19R3  256  21  138  613  2767  3795 
1984  361  29  198  777  3039  4404 
1985  444  39  200  980  3107  4770 
1986  368  39  198  956  2743  4304 
1987  417  40  192  1105  2861  4615 
1988  412  Sl  186  1038  2100  3787 
1989  716  65  259  1130  2493  4663 
1990  563  70  261  1073  2591  4558 
.  ·.·. 
' 
Balance  V&..  Japan  ··HK/K/S/T  J.n'A  ROW  Total 
1980  -381  -178  151  108  1742  1442 
1981  -390  -219  120  163  2018  1692 
1982  -417  -246  70  209  2235  1851 
1983  -449  -280  6  138  2436  1851 
1984  -642  -431  -9  188  2639  1745 
1985  -798  -536  -40  244  2700  1570 
1986  -620  -692  -68  256  2365  1241 
1987  -494  -944  -165  199  2433  1029 
1988  -408  -1172  -157  88  1740  91 
1989  -321  -1388  -150  -8  1977  110 
1990  -439  -1134  -180  -11  2060  2<J6 
Source: Eurostat- COMEXT, based \ln DGXIII trade aggregates 
~: 
All figures are nominal. 
Figures  for  the  years  1980-1987  cannot  be compared  directly with  ftgures  for  1988-1990  because  uf changes  in  trade 
classifications. 
Satellite equipment is not included in the trade ftgUres. 
HK/K/S{f: Hong Kong, South-Korea, Singapore and Taiwan. Fiore 6. EC Telecommunkationt Eaipwpt  Tndc 1990 <M'"'on ECU> 
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Source: Euroaar- COMEXT. based on DtiXIIltrade aggrcgau.~ 
! 
~: 
All ragures are nominal. 
Satellite equipment is nor included in the trade ftgures. 
HK/K/S/T : Hong Koft& South-Korea, SiRpporc and Taiwan. 